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From cobblestones to vintage 
couture, our new season collection 
– Camille – draws its inspiration 
from effortlessly chic european 
influences.

Playful and cosmopolitan in one, the 
range channels the street style and 
edgy sophistication found across 
parisian laneways. It’s about quality 
over quantity. It’s about investing 
in timeless, versatile pieces which 
work together or on their own. It’s 
classically cool, and it strikes just 
the right balance between refined 
and laid-back.

Key patterns of the season include 
tie dye, oversized paisley, daisy 
chains and graphic checks, which 
feature across the PLAY range. 
A bold use of accent colours 
complements the modern bohemian 
vibe, evoking a globe-trotting 
narrative.

The Camille collection also explores 
richly-layered table-scapes, inspired 
by worldly influences from vintage 
ceramics to modern day mismatched 
napery and styling. It’s as if each 
piece has been collected along 
journeys of travel – think fabulous 

finds to be treasured for years to 
come.

As always our PLAY diffusion line 
delivers the same signature colours 
and patterns as our main range but 
in a simpler form. It brings great 
design and good value, always, 
without ever compromising on our 
key sense of joy and fun.

Some enduring favourites are 
reimagined in new colourways, 
with the collection extending across 
cushions, blankets, tea towels and 
pillowcases.

Camille has a certain je ne sais quoi 
that is sure to delight. We hope you 
love the collection as much as we do.

With a whole lotta love.
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chair jean fringe 
cushion. floor 
capucine beni 
rug, rylie round 
cushion in apple, 
rylie round 
cushion in indigo, 
rylie round 
cushion in lilac. 
sofa alexis knit 
blanket, clemence 
fringe cushion, 
zelie soutache 
cushion, ninette 
knit cushion, helie 
knit blanket.
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jem holds alexis knit blanket chair jean fringe cushion. floor capucine beni rug, rylie round cushion in apple, rylie round cushion in indigo, rylie round cushion in lilac. 
sofa clemence fringe cushion, zelie soutache cushion, ninette knit cushion, helie knit blanket.
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bed ames floral pillowcase 
in bellini, chloe velvet 

pillowcase in mint, ames 
floral pillowcase in sepia,  

jean fringe cushion, tilio 
fringe cushion, rylie round 
cushion in lilac, linen fitted 

sheet in chambray, linen flat 
sheet in cashew, linen quilt 

cover in moonlight, alexis 
knit blanket.
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bed one ames floral pillowcase in bellini, chloe velvet pillowcase in mint, ames 
floral pillowcase in sepia, jean fringe cushion, tilio fringe cushion, rylie round 
cushion in apple. bed two chloe velvet pillowcase in mint, jean fringe cushion, 
tilio fringe cushion. bed three chloe velvet pillowcase in mint, tilio fringe 
cushion, jean fringe cushion.
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bed chloe velvet 
cushion in apple, 
clemence fringe 
cushion, linen 
euro pillowcase 
in dusk, ames 
floral pillowcase 
in bellini, ninette 
knit cushion, ames 
floral pillowcase 
in sepia, vedetta 
flower cushion, 
zelie soutache 
cushion, linen 
flat sheet in lilac, 
linen quilt cover in 
cashew, helie knit 
blanket. floor rylie 
round cushion in 
apple.
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bed ninette knit cushion, linen euro pillowcase in dusk, ames floral pillowcase in sepia, vedetta flower cushion, linen quilt cover in cashew, helie knit blanket. window 
odele knit blanket. floor rylie round cushion in toffee, rylie round cushion in indigo. phoebe holds rylie round cushions in indigo, apple, toffee and lilac.
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bed one linen flat sheet in cashew, 0dele knit blanket. bed two linen 
flat sheet in cashew, alexis knit blanket. bed three linen flat sheet in 
lilac, helie knit blanket.
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bed clemence fringe cushion, linen euro pillowcase in dusk, ames floral 
pillowcase in bellini, ames floral pillowcase in sepia, zelie soutache 
cushion, vedetta flower cushion, linen fitted sheet in tobacco, linen flat 
sheet in lilac, linen quilt cover in cashew.
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floor capucine beni 
rug, ondine patch 
cushion. mim 
wears helie knit 
blanket. sofa tilio 
fringe cushion, 
vedetta flower 
cushion, odele knit 
blanket, alia fringe 
cushion.
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phoebe holds hugo tea towel in lilac, hugo tea towel in apple. chair hugo tea towel in plum. bench hugo tea towels in lilac, apple and plum.
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bed ames floral pillowcase 
in bellini, avril embroidered 

cushion, ames floral 
pillowcase in plum, ondine 

patch cushion, helene 
knit cushion, alia fringe 

cushion, linen flat sheet in 
cashew, linen quilt cover 
in moonlight, odele knit 

blanket. floor rylie round 
cushion in indigo, rylie 

round cushion in toffee.

the cam
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bed one ames floral pillowcase in bellini, ondine patch cushion, alia fringe cushion, 
avril embroidered cushion, linen fitted sheet in chambray, linen flat sheet in cashew, 
linen quilt cover in moonlight. bed two ondine patch cushion, avril embroidered 
cushion, alia fringe cushion. bed three ames floral pillowcase in bellini, ondine patch 
cushion, avril embroidered cushion, alia fringe cushion, helene knit cushion.

the cam
ille collection
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with much love and thanks to...

stylist
heather nette king.

photographer
armelle habib.

stylist assist
annebelle king.

photography assist
sarah wilkosz.

sage x clare

team sage x clare
erin mellington, jemma bell, mim 
kennish, bonnie kelly, jade smarrelli, 
ella miatke, austen lehmann, brian 
bell, katy thomas, dhanraj thorat, 
cherry langley, raquel cox, martin 
cox, loretta paine, angela gordon, 
shweta jain, deepak jain, kriti 
pandey, atal dangaich, sourav jain, 
kaushal sharma.

loans
house of orange, vintage posters only.

location
st etienne house, daylesford.
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